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It’s nighttime. You should be asleep. But you’re not. Because your partner, who’s lying next to
you, is snoring, and you can’t sleep through the racket.So what can you do, beside glare at your
partner?Sleep is the one time of the day when you can tune out, relax and enjoy being at peace.
There’s nothing better than cuddling up beside your partner to wind down after another long
day…only to find that they begin to snore and keep you awake.The constant vibrating noise
which comes every time they breathe in and out throughout the night is very disruptive to both
your sleep and theirs. While some couples may overlook it as a minor nuisance or suffer in
silence (or lack thereof!), for most partners, it’s not that simple.Statistics are quite alarming, as it
is very important for your health to get quality sleep every night. So if you are someone who is
having trouble trying to catch a few winks while lying next to a person snoring all night, it’s time to
find some solutions.This guide proffers hidden tips on how to handle a snoring partner, teaching
you how to get the best sleep you’ve been sourcing for.
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Him.INTRODUCTIONSleep is the only time of day once you can tune out, relax, and enjoy the
peace. There’s nothing better than cuddling up with your sweetheart to wind down after another
long day…only to find that they start to snore and keep you awake.The persistent vibrating noise
that occurs every time they breath in and out during the night is incredibly irritating to both your
and their sleep. While some couples may dismiss it as a minor annoyance or suffer in quiet (or
lack thereof! ), it is not that simple for the majority of partners.Unfortunately, most Australians do
not get enough sleep. According to Dr. Maree Barnes of the Australasian Sleep Association,
around one-third of Australian adults suffer from major issues on a daily basis, do not feel
refreshed upon rising, and wake up frequently throughout the night1. According to a recent
survey, and over 60% of respondents were bothered by their partner's snoring2.These statistics
are highly concerning, as it is critical for your health to have a good night's sleep every night. So,
if you're having problems catching a few winks while lying next to someone who snores all night,
it's time to find some alternatives.CHAPTER ONEWhat Exactly is Snoring?Almost everyone
snores from time to time, and it's usually nothing to be concerned about. Snoring occurs when
you are unable to move air easily through the nose and throat while sleeping. This causes the
surrounding tissues to vibrate, resulting in the classic snoring sound. People who snore
generally have more throat as well as nasal tissue or “floppy” tissue which is more prone to
vibrate. The role of your tongue can also obstruct smooth breathing.Snoring during night can
disturb the quality of your sleep, resulting in daytime weariness, irritability, and heightened health
concerns. And if your snoring keeps your partner up, it might cause serious relationship issues.
Fortunately, sleeping in separate bedrooms isn't the only way to stop snoring. There are
numerous practical treatments that can help and that you and your partner sleep better at night
and conquer the relationship issues created by snoring.CHAPTER TWOWhat Happens When
They Snore?Snoring is not unheard of. While the causes vary, 40 percent of normal adults snore
on a regular basis, whether they are aware of it or not4. Many people aren't even aware of their
nocturnal habit and don't realize they snore until a partner or flatmate informs them.The sound
your lover makes when sleeping snoring happens when air is confined, either via their nose or in
their throat. When people lie down, the muscles in the upper airway relax, causing 'airflow
turbulence.' When you breathe in and out, the surrounding tissue vibrates, producing the
unmistakable trembling sound. If the muscles relax far to much, they can induce a total blockage
in the airway, forcing the person to choke or cough to remove it.Sadly, these subconscious



reactions can impair their sleep patterns as well as overall sleep quality, as well as yours. If
snoring persists night after night, the consequences might be severe. You may notice that they
have daytime weariness, irritability, headaches, and a variety of other health issues.
Furthermore, the loud as well as repetitive sound can have an effect on you every
night.CHAPTER THREEWhat Makes Them Snore?There are two basic causes of snoring,
which are transient and structural in nature.Because people snore for a variety of reasons, it's
critical to understand what's causing your snoring. Once you know why you snore, you can
identify the best remedies for a more peaceful, deep sleep for both you and your partner.The
following are some of the most common reasons of snoring:Temporary variablesSnoring can be
caused by a variety of temporary conditions, such as sedative usage, alcohol consumption,
heavy smoking, seasonal allergies, swollen tonsils, sleep position, and the common cold or flu.
These elements exist just for a brief period of time and are therefore not permanent.Smoking, for
example, can irritate the airways, pollen can create an allergic reaction, and alcohol and
medication can relax the muscles in the throat, all of which can impede airflow. In general,
addressing these temporary reasons may resolve the issue and restore silence to the
bedroom.Structural factorsLong-term structural problems include excess weight all around neck
and the curvature of their palate, nose, and jaw.The nasal passages, for example, may be
clogged due to polyp growth or a structural irregularity, or there may be anomalies with the soft
palate or muscle tone within the neck, making breathing while sleeping problematic.Obstructive
Sleep Apnea (OSA)Most significantly, snoring can be a sign of a more dangerous illness called
Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA). Because of diabetes, stroke, and heart disease1, this condition
can offer substantial health risks to your companion.Age.As you become older, your neck
becomes smaller and your muscular tone in your throat declines. While there is nothing you can
do about aging, lifestyle modifications, new nighttime rituals, and throat exercises can all assist
to reduce snoring.Being obese or out of shape.Snoring is caused by fatty tissue and low muscle
tone. Even if you are not obese in general, carrying extra weight around the neck or throat may
cause snoring. Exercising and decreasing weight can sometimes be enough to stop
snoring.Your physical structure.Men snore more than women because their airways are
narrower. A small neck, cleft palate, swollen adenoids, and other physical characteristics that
contribute to snoring are frequently inherited. While you cannot change your physical
appearance or gender, you may reduce your snoring with the correct lifestyle adjustments,
nighttime habits, and throat workouts.Nasal and sinus issuesObstructed airways or a stuffy nose
make it very difficult to breathe and produce a vacuum in the throat, resulting in snoring.Alcohol,
tobacco, and medications.Alcohol, smoking, and some drugs, such as tranquilizers such as
lorazepam (Ativan) and diazepam (Valium), can cause muscle relaxation, which leads to greater
snoring.Sleeping position.Sleeping on your back relaxes the flesh of your throat, obstructing the
airway. Changing your sleeping position can be beneficial.The more serious causesSnoring
could be an indication of sleep apnea, a serious sleep disorder in which your breathing is briefly
interrupted multiple times throughout the night. Normal snoring does not impair sleep quality as



much as sleep apnea, but if you experience significant exhaustion and sleepiness throughout
the day, it could be a symptom of sleep apnea or the other sleep-related breathing condition. If
you or your sleeping partner have spotted any of the following red flags, contact your doctor right
away:
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